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Regular, hollow proteinaceous nanoparticles are widespread in nature. The well-deﬁned structures as well
as diverse functions of naturally existing protein cages have inspired the development of new
nanoarchitectures with desired capabilities. In such approaches, a key functionality is “connectability”.
Engineering of interfaces between cage building blocks to modulate intra-cage connectability leads to
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protein cages with new morphologies and assembly–disassembly properties. Modiﬁcation of protein
cage surfaces to control inter-cage connectability enables their arrangement into lattice-like
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nanomaterials. Here, we review the current progress in control of intra- and inter-cage connectability
for protein cage-based nanotechnology development.

1. Introduction
Protein cages are hollow, well-dened structures formed by selfassembly of repetitive protein building blocks. In nature, such
proteinaceous compartments are widely spread across many
diﬀerent species, and have broad functionalities and
morphologies (Fig. 1).1–5 The most well-known example are viral
capsids that package their own genomic information and
deliver it to host cells. Virus-like particles, capsids lacking
genetic material, are typically composed of one to a few kinds of
protein that spontaneously assemble into icosahedral
symmetrical cages of a variety of morphologies, where the
lumenal volume depends on their genome type and size (Fig. 1I
and II).6,7 Another abundant protein cage ferritin, which acts as
an iron storage compartment, typically forms 24-meric cages
with an octahedral symmetry (Fig. 1III).8 Protein cages also
serve as reaction chambers for metabolic enzymes such as
encapsulins9 and lumazine synthases.10 Both form dodecahedral assemblies consisting of 12 pentameric subunits (Fig. 1IV).
These molecular containers can transport and protect specic
cargoes and/or provide isolated spaces for biological processes.
The wide variety of structures and functionalities demonstrated by nature has inspired researchers to develop useful
nanodevices based on protein cages. There are numerous
studies exemplifying their signicant potential to serve as
vaccines,11 drug delivery vehicles,12 nanoreactors,13,14 templates
for synthesis of inorganic nanoparticles,15,16 and catalytic
materials.17,18 In such applications, characteristics of naturallyexisting protein cages need to be tailored for individual
purposes. An obvious example is guest selectivity. While natural
cages oen encapsulate specic guest molecules, e.g. genomic
DNA/RNA in the case of viral capsids, packaging of unrelated,
a
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foreign cargoes is required for most applications. Lumenal
volume and surface charges may need to be adjusted for such
guests. For delivery purposes, controlled assembly–disassembly
of protein cages is advantageous for packaging and releasing
cargo molecules at desired timings and locations. Given these
diverse demands, there is considerable interest in development
of new methodologies to engineer protein cages possessing
desired properties.
A key functionality in protein cage design is “connectability”.
Protein cages are constructed from individual protein subunits.

Protein cage comparison. (I and II) Cryo-EM structures of the
prolate head of bacteriophage T4 (EMD: 6323) (I)1 and the procapsid
shell of bacteriophage P22 (EMD: 5149) (II).2 (III and IV) Crystal structures of human heavy chain ferritin (PDB: 2FHA) (III)3 and Aquifex
aeolicus lumazine synthase (PDB: 1HQK) (IV).4 Note the diﬀerence in
the scale bars, 100 Å for (I), and (II) and 10 Å for (III) and (IV).
Fig. 1
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Fig. 2 Connectability in natural and re-engineered protein capsids. (I) Hydrophobic interactions stabilizing the bacteriophage P22 capsid. (a)
Two neighbouring capsomers of P22. (b) Enlarged image of the region surrounded by the box in (a) shows the residues forming the hydrophobic
peg and pocket. Highlighted residues were subjected to mutagenesis. Reproduced with permission from ref. 19; Copyright (2019) American
Society for Microbiology. (II) Bacteriophage HK97 capsomer cross-linking. (a) Three neighbouring subunits are covalently linked by isopeptide
bonds (highlighted in the enlarged view). (b) Electron density map of the isopeptide bond formed by the 3 amino group of the Lys169 of one
subunit and the g carbon of the Asn356 amide group of the other subunit. Reproduced with permission from ref. 23; Copyright (2000) The
American Association for the Advancement of Science. (III) Change in the structure of the native human heavy chain ferritin (HFtn) subunit after
deletion of six amino acids residues. Native HFtn subunit (b) with highlighted deleted amino acids (yellow) and two parts of the helix, which are
rearranged after deletion. When the C-terminal part of the helix (purple) moves toward the N-terminal part (cyan), a subunit termed Ha is
produced (a). The opposite rearrangement generates a subunit termed Hb (c). Reproduced with permission from ref. 25; Copyright (2016)
American Chemical Society. (IV) Regulation of the ferritin quaternary states by introducing/deleting disulphide bonds. (a) Four of each subunit, Ha
(blue) and Hb (purple), assemble into 8-mer bowl-like proteins (NF-8). (b) Deletion of intra S–S bond results in the conversion of NF-8 into a 24mer ferritin-like protein cage (red). (c) Insertion of inter S–S bonds led to the conversion of NF-8 into a 16-mer protein cage. (d) Deletion of the
same intra S–S and insertion of the inter S–S bonds caused the conversion of NF-8 into a 48-mer protein cage. Reproduced with permission
from ref. 26; Copyright (2019) Springer Nature. (V) Circular permutation of Aquifex aeolicus lumazine synthase (AaLS). (a) Structure of the wild
type AaLS (AaLS-wt) pentamer (left). One monomer unit is coloured: residues 1–119, orange; residues 120–156, blue. The native termini in AaLSwt are connected by peptide linker with diﬀerent lengths ((LxHy), where x and y represent the number of total amino acids and histidines,
respectively) and new termini are introduced between residues 119 and 120, resulting in circularly permuted AaLS (cpAaLS) (right). (b) The
assemblies of cpAaLS variants possessing diﬀerent linkers form structures depicted on negative stain TEM images (scale bar ¼ 100 nm).
Reproduced from ref. 30 with permission from The Royal Society of Chemistry.

In virus capsids these are called capsomers, a term we abuse
here to refer to the basic building block units of protein cages in
general. The capsomers self-assemble into cages through
protein–protein interactions composed of highly organized
non-covalent bonding networks. Rearrangement of such capsomer–capsomer interfaces to modulate their connectability
leads to new morphologies, controlled stability, and triggered
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assembly/disassembly of protein cages. Additionally, engineering of protein cage surfaces can endow them with new
connectability to self or partner molecules, enabling their
arrangement in ordered macrostructures. In this review, we
highlight the recent advances in engineering of intra- and intercage connectability towards custom-design of protein cagebased technologies.
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2. Connectability of capsomer
interface
In nature, protein cage assembly occurs through the large
number of identical interactions between capsomer subunits.
Each interface is predominantly composed of non-covalent
interactions including hydrogen bonds, hydrophobic interactions and p–p stacking as well as electrostatic interactions.
Since the stability and morphology of cage structures are
established on highly organized networks of these interactions,
their modication may result in a variety of cage structures with
morphologies not observed in nature. In this section, we
describe recent eﬀorts to understand the theory underlying the
hierarchical assembly of naturally-existing protein cages, to
develop new nanoarchitectures by reengineering them, as well
as to generate entirely articial protein cages by connecting
protein building blocks that naturally do not assemble into cage
structures.
2.1. Cage formation through protein–protein interactions
Due to their repetitive and cooperative interactions, a small
number of amino acid changes in monomer subunits of cageforming proteins can have a signicant impact on the
assembled structures. One such example was recently shown
by Asija et al. with the bacteriophage P22 capsid (Fig. 2I).19
Single mutations in the residues that form a hydrophobic
network in the capsomer–capsomer interface lead to destabilization of the assembly and/or morphological immaturity.
Similarly, a recent cryo-EM single particle reconstruction
study on T4 bacteriophage revealed that a mutation near the
quasi-threefold axis of the hexameric subunits changes the
angles between adjacent capsomers, converting the wild type
prolate structure to isomeric assemblies.20 Such exible and
sensitive morphology is assumed to be a common feature
across proteins sharing the same protein fold, Hong Kong 97
(HK97). This is shared with many other cage-forming
proteins including capsids derived from herpes simplex
virus type 1 (HSV-1), murine cytomegalovirus (MCMV), and
bacterial nanocompartment encapsulins.21,22 Nature can
further avoid undesired morphology changes by stabilizing
the assembly through formation of a covalent isopeptide
bond between a lysine of one coat protein and an asparagine
of an adjacent subunit as observed in the mature capsid of
Hong Kong 97 virus (Fig. 2II).23
Naturally existing protein cages have been subjected to more
intensive reengineering to modulate their assembled
morphologies. Zhang et al. have shown this in human heavy
chain ferritin (HFtn), a cage composed of 24 identical monomer
units with octahedral symmetry. Here a peptide insertion and
deletion on the key subunit interface results in cage that is a 16mer assembly with a lower symmetry24 as well as 48-mer cage
consisting of equal numbers of two diﬀerent subunits derived
from the same polypeptide (Fig. 2III),25 respectively. These
diﬀerent quaternary states including the wild type-like 24-mer
can be further regulated by deletion of intra- or introduction of
inter-subunit disulphide bonds (Fig. 2IV).26 Circular
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permutation, a modality to alter the connectivity of secondary
structure elements in a protein,27 has also been employed to
modulate the assembly states of shell proteins derived from the
propanediol utilization (Pdu) compartment and lumazine synthase.28,29 In the former protein's case, the tile-forming hexameric subunit was converted to a pentamer that self-assembles
into a dodecahedral cage,28 while the latter forms expanded
spherical cages, compared to the wild type assembly, as well as
tubular structures with morphologies dependent on the length
of the peptide linker connecting the native termini (Fig. 2V).29,30
These redesign approaches, together with mutagenesis studies,
highlight how protein–protein interactions are precisely organized in naturally-existing protein cages to achieve dened
structures. Their manipulation presents a powerful strategy
towards production of proteinaceous compartments with
designed size and shape.
Structures of naturally existing protein cages reliant on
highly sophisticated non-covalent interaction networks have
inspired the construction of entirely articial ones with
morphologies dened in a rational manner. Recent advances in
computational approaches have enabled production of proteins
that spontaneously assemble into dened quaternary structures. Such de novo designed protein cages are achieved by
docking of oligomeric proteins into a target symmetric architecture (Fig. 3Ia–c), followed by engineering protein–protein
interfaces to drive self-assembly (Fig. 3Id and e).31 This
symmetry-based approach has resulted in an impressive library
of protein architectures including two-component cages with
tetrahedral and icosahedral symmetries.31–35
Cage-like structures can be constructed using protein
building blocks that do not naturally form cages. This
strategy was rst devised by the Yeates group (Fig. 3II).36,37 In
this concept, a protein which forms an oligomer is covalently
fused to another protein which adapts a diﬀerent quaternary
state (Fig. 3IIa and b). The resulting fusion protein can selfassemble into symmetrical nanostructures (Fig. 3IIc). Since
their rst demonstration of a tetrahedral cage formation,36
this hybrid approach has been greatly expanded and diversied.38,39 Along the same lines, coiled-coil forming peptides
aﬀord ideal glues for connecting protein building blocks with
designed symmetries.40,41 For example, a trimeric esterase
equipped with three-, four- or ve-helix coiled coils forms
tetrahedral,42 octahedral,43 or icosahedral44 cages, respectively (Fig. 3II).42 Coiled-coil peptides also serve as the sole
building blocks to construct self-assembled cage-like particles (SAGEs).45,46 SAGEs are composed of noncovalent heterodimeric and homotrimeric coiled coil bundles, where
helices from diﬀerent bundles are connected via disulphide
bonds (Fig. 3IV).45 Furthermore, due to the well-dened
pairing specicity, coiled coil peptides can be exploited to
produce programmable macrostructures in a way somewhat
analogous to the base-pairing complementarity seen in DNA
origami (Fig. 3V).47–49 Together with considerations of
symmetry, these approaches to connect protein building
blocks using dened protein–protein interactions have
greatly expanded the design exibility of articial protein
cage construction.
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Strategies for artiﬁcial protein cage formation through protein–protein interactions. (I) Symmetry-based design and computationally reengineered interfaces. After choosing initial architecture (here tetrahedral) with 3-fold symmetry axes (a) and arrangement of four copies each of
two diﬀerent trimeric proteins (green and blue) along symmetry axes (b and c), potential interfaces with multiple contacting amino-acids were
remodelled using computational simulations (d and e). Reproduced with permission from ref. 31; Copyright (2014) Springer Nature. (II) Multimeric
fusion proteins as building blocks. Dimeric and trimeric proteins, shown by the green and red shapes, respectively (a), are fused via semi-rigid
linker (b), resulting in self-assembly into artiﬁcial cage (c). Reproduced with permission from ref. 36; Copyright (2001) National Academy of
Sciences, U.S.A. (III) Coiled coils with diﬀerent oligomerization states fused with trimeric esterase enable formation of cages with planned
geometry. Red dot indicates esterase C-termini and a point of fusion. Reproduced with permission from ref. 42; Copyright (2017) Wiley-VCH
Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim. (IV) Self-assembled cage-like particles (SAGEs). Helixes from homotrimeric (green) and heterodimeric (redblue) coiled coils are linked via disulphide bonds to form six-helix building blocks. When mixed, building blocks assemble into a hexagonal
network. Reproduced with permission from ref. 45; Copyright (2013) American Association for the Advancement of Science. (V) Analogy
between DNA and protein folds. (a and b) Native structures of a DNA aptamer (a) and a globular protein (b) can be formed by complex interactions
between residues. (c and d) Modular folds (origami) of DNA (c) and polypeptide (d) are both stabilized by simple and deﬁned pairing systems.
Reproduced with permission from ref. 47; Copyright (2014) Wiley Periodicals, Inc.

Fig. 3

2.2. Cage formation through metal coordination
In the design of articial protein cages, a major concern is their
controlled assembly and disassembly. Protein cages that can be
disassembled into capsomer subunits by certain stimuli are
particularly useful since they can liberate cargo molecules only
at desired times and locations. This property may be highly
desirable in a number of situations, delivery of cargo molecules
to cells for instance. However, both naturally existing and articially designed protein cages that assemble through protein–
protein interaction networks are typically very stable and
require harsh conditions, e.g. high concentration of chaotropic
reagents, to induce their disassembly. To realise controlled (dis)
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assembly then, it is necessary to exploit alternative bonding
chemistries for connecting capsomer subunits. In this regard,
reversible metal coordination is one promising approach being
utilised in articial protein cage development.
Metal-mediated assembly has been demonstrated in work
where the native protein–protein interactions in a protein cage
were transformed into engineered metal coordination sites.
HFtn was used and two pairs of histidines were introduced at
the C2 symmetrical interfaces, followed by elimination of
nearby hydrophobic interactions and hydrogen bonds by
mutagenesis.50 While wild type HFtn spontaneously assembles,
the resulting variants were shown to assemble only in the
presence of Cu(II) into the wild type-like cage structure that can
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be disassembled into the monomer units by addition of
a chelating agent, ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA). A
similar replacement strategy has been employed in the above
mentioned coiled-coil mediated cage formation. When the
trimeric esterase was equipped with a coiled-coil motif designed
to trimerize upon binding with divalent metal ions, the dened
tetrahedral cage formation was observed by addition of Ni(II),
Co(II), Cu(II), and Zn(II).51
We have shown a simple, distinct strategy for construction of
articial protein cages by connecting protein subunits via metal
coordination (Fig. 4I).52–54 In this work, a toroidal shape protein,
tryptophan RNA-binding attenuation protein (TRAP), was
employed as the building block (Fig. 4Ia).52 TRAP mutants
containing a cysteine residue around the rim of the torus were
found to assemble into a uniform, hollow spherical structure by
reaction with monovalent gold ions. Determination of the
structure using cryo-EM revealed that the presence of Au(I)

Nanoscale Advances
triggers TRAP rings to self-assemble into a protein cage consisting of 24 copies of the undecameric ring (Fig. 4Ib).52 Each
ring is surrounded by ve neighbouring rings and connected to
each of them via two cross-linking thiol–Au(I)–thiol coordination bonds between opposing cysteines (Fig. 4Ic).52 Note that
this Au(I)-mediated TRAP cage assembly can achieve a yield of
>80%, remarkably higher than many other articial protein
cage formation eﬃciencies. The TRAP-cages show an extremely
high stability under a variety of harsh conditions but can be
easily disassembled into the capsomer units by addition of
thiol- or phosphine-containing compounds including a major
cellular reducing agent, glutathione. Such a disassembly characteristic may mark the TRAP-cage as suitable as a vehicle for
cytosolic delivery of cargo molecules.
Appropriate ligand selection and its precise positioning
while taking into account coordination chemistry are important
considerations for achieving metal-mediated protein cage

Fig. 4 Strategies for artiﬁcial protein cage formation through metal coordination. (I) Au(I)-mediated TRAP-cage assembly. (a) TRAP ring structure
in two orthogonal views with substituted Cys35 shown as red spheres (left), and the compound used as the Au(I) source (right). (b) Model of TRAPcage overlapped with its electron density map. Gold atoms are shown as spheres. (c) Magniﬁed image at the TRAP ring–ring interface. The
arrowheads indicate density bridges connecting neighbouring rings. Reproduced with permission from ref. 52; Copyright (2019) Springer Nature.
(II) Components and structure of bimetallic cages. (a) Structure of cytochrome cb562. Residues constituting metal-binding sites are shown as
sticks. (b) Zn(II) and Fe(III)-binding motifs inducing protein dimerization and trimerization, respectively. (c) Structure of the dodecameric bimetallic
cage with enlarged Zn(II) and Fe(III)-binding motifs. Fe(III) and Zn(II) ions are represented as orange/red and blue spheres, respectively. Reproduced
with permission from ref. 55; Copyright (2020) Springer Nature.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020
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assemblies. In the case of the TRAP cysteine mutant, cage
formation was observed with metal ions, Au(I) and Hg(II), possessing a preference for linear coordination with so ligands.
Little or no TRAP-cage assemblies were seen upon the addition
of Au(III), Cu(I) and Zn(II). The Tezcan group has considered
such aspects carefully and recently described cytochrome cb562
variants in which hydroxamate groups were introduced at
appropriate positions via chemical methods and zinc-binding
motifs by mutagenesis (Fig. 4IIa and b).55 Upon simultaneous
addition of Fe(III) and Zn(II), the proteins assemble into
dodecameric and hexameric cages. X-ray crystallography
showed that the polyhedral cages have tightly tiled shells
without the large pores that are oen found in other articial
protein cages (Fig. 4IIc).55 Similar to the Au(I)-mediated TRAPcage, disassembly of these bimetallic cages can be triggered
by addition of compounds that remove or reduce the constituent metal ions.

3.

Connectability of cage exterior

The building blocks of protein cages are DNA-encoded polypeptide chains displaying multiple functional groups on their
side chains. This makes protein cages amenable to both
chemical and genetic modications. Exterior decoration using
such methods can modulate protein cage connectability with
other molecules. This allows their use as versatile platforms for
medical- and nanotechnological-applications to be explored.
While diﬀerent approaches for such exterior decoration have
been devised and summarised in several reviews,56,57 here we
update and highlight recent eﬀorts to functionalize protein cage
surfaces with a particular focus on studies aiming at macromolecular display and lattice formation.
3.1. Macromolecular display
Genetic fusion of peptides/proteins to cage-forming proteins is
one of the most commonly used approaches for displaying
targets on the exterior surface of cages. Due to the identical,
multi-copy nature of the protein cage building blocks, this
fusion approach typically leads to protein self-assemblies displaying a number of target polypeptides with high density. Since
such polyvalent arrays are favourable for stimulating immunogenicity, protein cages have been extensively exploited as scaffolds to arrange antigens in vaccine development.11,58,59 As such,
a computationally designed two-component protein cage has
been genetically modied with envelope protein-derived antigens from respiratory syncytial virus (RSV) (Fig. 5I) and human
immunodeciency virus type 1 (HIV-1) (Fig. 5II) resulting in
their decoration of the cage exterior.58,59 As expected, the protein
cages displaying these viral antigens enhance in vitro immune
responses, producing neutralizing antibodies. The fact that
these two protein components do not assemble into the cage
structure until mixed gives this system useful properties. For
example, by mixing decorated and undecorated protein
components prior to assembly, the density of displayed antigens can be controlled. Moreover, production and purication
of individual protein components carrying antigen may allow
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Fig. 5 Artiﬁcial protein cages as a tool for macromolecular display. (I
and II) Structures of two-component artiﬁcial cages genetically
modiﬁed with envelope protein-derived antigens from RSV (DS-Cav1)
(I) or HIV-1 (BG505 SOSIP) (II). The scaﬀold assembly consists of 20
trimeric (I53-50A) and 12 pentameric (I53-50B) building blocks, and
antigens are fused with the trimeric subunits. Reproduced with
permission from ref. 58 and 59; Copyright (2019) Elsevier and Springer
Nature. (III) Structural model of protein scaﬀold for cryo-EM imaging.
The artiﬁcial protein cage with tetrahedral symmetry is composed of
12 copies each of two protein subunits, A (yellow) and B (orange).
DARPin (green) fused with subunit A via helical linker contains binding
surface (pink) to capture cargo protein (blue) for cryo-EM imaging.
Reproduced with permission from ref. 60; Copyright (2019) Springer
Nature.

them more easily to be correctly folded and puried prior to
cage assembly.
Apart from their potential medical applications, protein cages
have other possible uses: a cage has been recently demonstrated to
serve as a scaﬀold in cryo-EM imaging to capture and structurally
investigate an otherwise diﬃcult-to-observe small protein.60 For
this purpose, Liu et al. engineered an articial 2-component
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protein cage displaying 12 copies of a designed ankyrin repeat
protein (DARPin) targeting green uorescent proteins (GFPs)
using a genetic fusion strategy (Fig. 5III). This adaptor-conjugated
nanoscaﬀold binds with GFPs, displaying them in an ordered
manner, and at the same time results in a particle of much greater

Nanoscale Advances
size than the isolated GFP. This facilitates imaging in cryo-EM
followed by structure determination using single particle reconstruction. This technique resulted in the determination of the 3.8
Å structure of the 26 kDa GFP, something which would not have
been achievable for the GFP alone.

Fig. 6 Assembling protein cages into lattices. (I) Common strategy for lattice assembly utilizing electrostatic interactions, where protein cage
surface charges (e.g. TmFtn) are countered by complimentarily charged connectors (e.g. positively charged AuNPs) to drive their assembly.
Reproduced with permission from ref. 66; Copyright (2019) American Chemical Society (DOI: 10.1021/acs.nanolett.9b01148, further permissions
related to the material excerpted should be directed to the ACS). (II) An octacationic zinc phthalocyanine 1 and a tetraanionic pyrene 2 derivative
used as a connector for construction of the ferritin lattice aﬀords light-induced singlet oxygen production. Reproduced with permission from ref.
18; Copyright (2015) American Chemical Society (DOI: 10.1021/acsnano.5b07167, further permissions related to the material excerpted should
be directed to the ACS). (III) Positively charged dendrimer serves as a template for lattice formation of P22 particles fused with negatively charged
peptide. 3D structure is further locked with cementing protein, followed by template removal. Reproduced with permission from ref. 67;
Copyright (2018) American Chemical Society. (IV) Engineered HFtn with positive (Ftn(pos)) and negative (Ftn(neg)) surface charge self-assemble
into a tetragonal lattice. Reproduced with permission from ref. 69; Copyright (2016) American Chemical Society. (V) Lattice assembly utilizing
aromatic stacking. Substitution to phenylalanine (top) or tyrosine (bottom) on the exterior surface of HFtn results in formation of a 2D array or 3D
lattice, respectively. Reproduced with permission from ref. 70; Copyright (2018) American Chemical Society. (VI) Metal coordination-assisted
lattice formation. Selection of suitable protein nodes equipped with metal-binding motifs, metal ions with preferred geometries, and dihydroxamate linkers with diﬀerent shapes and lengths results in formation of cubic or tetragonal lattices. Reproduced with permission from ref. 71;
Copyright (2017) American Chemical Society. (VII) Scheme of crack formation and self-healing of the Ca-HFtn crystal-hydrogel network (left).
Light microscopy images of crystal–hydrogel hybrids, depicting the self-healing of Ca-induced cracking (scale bare ¼ 100 mm) (right). Reproduced with permission from ref. 72; Copyright (2018) Springer Nature.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020
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3.2. Lattice formation

Metal coordination presents a potent strategy for controlling
the assembly geometry of protein cage-based lattices with
design principles adopted from metal–organic frameworks
(MOFs). This approach has been demonstrated through lattices
prepared by connecting metal–ferritin nodes via organic crosslinkers.71 Incorporation of tripodal coordinating motifs to the
C3 symmetric vertices of HFtn allowed binding of Zn(II), Ni(II) or
Co(II) while leaving an empty metal orbital for dihydroxamate
crosslinkers with varied length and shape. By selecting appropriate crosslinkers and coordination geometries, protein cage
lattices with diﬀerent symmetries and unit cell dimensions
were obtained in a modular fashion (Fig. 6VI).
Metal-mediated protein cage superlattices can be further
functionalized by incorporating other materials. A mutant of
HFtn, K86Q, is known to form protein cage crystals via coordinated Ca ions.8 The Tezcan group recently integrated Ca-HFtn
crystals with poly(acrylate-acrylamide) copolymer hydrogels.72
Because of the dynamic bonding interactions of the hydrogel
network, a swelling–contraction behaviour of the resulting
lattice can be controlled by ionic strength and pH. Furthermore,
such reversible interactions between the lattice components
enabled the protein cage crystals to tolerate fragmentation and
self-heal (Fig. 6VII).

Protein cages can serve as building blocks that assemble into
lattices. A common approach to form such structures utilizes
electrostatic interactions, where protein cage surface charges
are countered by complimentarily charged connectors to drive
their assembly. Anionic protein cages, such as capsids from
cowpea chlorotic mottle virus (CCMV) or ferritin from Pyrococcus furiosus (PfFtn), as well as polyvalent cations, e.g. dendrimers, have been exploited as building blocks and connectors
in electrostatic-based lattice formation.61–65 As such, building on
earlier work,63 we have recently described an ordered array
based on ferritin from Thermotoga maritima (TmFtn) (Fig. 6I).66
These protein cages possessing a negatively charged exterior
can assemble into superlattice structures when an appropriate
size of positively charged gold nanoparticles (AuNPs) and ionic
strength are provided.
In the lattice formation systems, guests packaged in protein
cages as well as connectors impart superlattices with additional
functionalities. Iron cores in ferritin cages, for instance, can
function as a contrast agent for magnetic resonance imaging
and superlattice formation of such ferritins with goldnanoparticles has been shown to increase the relaxation
rate.63 In another example, a cationic phthalocyanine derivative
used as a connector for construction of the ferritin lattice
aﬀords light-induced singlet oxygen production (Fig. 6II).18 A
lattice-like nanomaterial possessing glycolytic activity has been
demonstrated by taking advantage of the salt-dependent
assembly of TmFtn cages together with their negatively
charged lumenal surfaces (Fig. 6I).66 This meant that they could
be loaded with a positively charged lysozyme prior to being
assembled into the lattice.
To promote electrostatic-based lattice assembly, additional
net charges can be introduced on protein cage exteriors using
genetic modications. For example, bacteriophage P22 viruslike particles were equipped with a negatively charged peptide
to form lattices upon addition of positively charged dendrimers.67 In this system, the resulting assemblies were further
xed with a cementing protein that binds to the P22 capsid
exterior (Fig. 6III). In the same vein, four residues positioned on
the exterior surface of DNA-binding protein from starved cells
(Dps) were mutated with glutamates, resulting in highly ordered
architectures assembled with zinc cations.68 By engineering
with opposing surface charges, protein cages can act as both
building blocks and connectors: Künzle et al. have computationally designed both positively and negatively supercharged
variants of HFtn that self-assemble into crystalline superlattices
(Fig. 6IV).69
Apart from electrostatic interactions, aromatic stacking can
be utilised to build supramolecular architectures comprised of
one type of building block. A single mutation at a position
lining the C4 symmetric pores near the exterior surface of HFtn
to phenylalanine resulted in a 2D array, while substitutions to
tyrosine or tryptophan produced 3D lattices (Fig. 6V).70
Assembly and disassembly of such lattices can be controlled by
ionic strength in an opposite manner to electrostatic-based
systems.
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4. Conclusions and outlook
Engineered non-covalent interactions to modulate intra- and intercage “connectability” have produced a series of hollow proteinaceous particles as well as protein-cage-based nanomaterials with
diverse morphologies and functionalities. Among many successful
approaches, those exploiting a bonding chemistry not employed by
naturally existing protein cages hold great promise for development of novel nanoarchitectures with characteristics not found in
nature. In this regard, connecting proteins via metal ions has been
suggested as a exible and modular modality for construction of
proteinaceous nanostructures in a target shape with the ability of
triggered assembly and disassembly. This is due to the reversible
bond formation and well-dened coordination chemistry of the
metal linkages. While the metal-based approach will continue to
be developed, it is perhaps worthy to explore other types of
bonding chemistry, e.g. covalent bonds that are cleaved by desired
stimuli, which would increase the library of design strategies and
endow nanomaterials with new capabilities. In such approaches,
a serious concern is poor production yield of target structures due
to multiple assembly states or random protein aggregations, oen
observed in articial protein cage formation.32,35,73 Appropriate
selection of site-specic bond formation chemistry as well as of
building blocks based on a precise assembly prediction will be
important for obtaining monodisperse protein nanoassemblies
with desired morphologies and functions.
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